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Summary . A single condition, limited arbitrage, is shown to be necessary and
sufficient for the existence of a competitive equilibrium and the core in
economies with any number of markets, finite or infinite, with or without
short sales . This extends earlier results of Chichilnisky [8] for finite economies. This unification of finite and infinite economies is achieved by proving
that in Hilbert spaces limited arbitrage is necessary and sufficient for the
compactness of the Pareto frontier . Limited arbitrage has also been shown to
be necessary and sufficient for a resolution of the social choice paradox [9],
[10], [12], [13], [14] .
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1 Introduction
This paper unifies the treatment of equilibrium in economies with finitely and
infinitely many markets . A single condition, limited arbitrage, is shown to be
necessary and sufficient for the existence of a competitive equilibrium and the
non-emptiness of the core with any number of markets, finite or infinite . This
is true with or without short sales. Limited arbitrage measures social diversity and is defined in terms of the traders' preferences and property rights; it
'` Research support from NSF grants SBR-92-16028 and DMS 94-08798 is acknowledged. This
paper subsumes two previously-circulated papers by the same authors, "Arbitrage and
equilibrium in economies with infinitely many securities and commodities", Discussion Paper
No. 590, Department of Economics, Columbia University, December 1991, and "Arbitrage and
the Pareto frontier", Columbia Business School, circulated in August 1992.
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was introduced by Chichilnisky in [8], [9], [11], [10]. In finite economies
limited arbitrage was proven to be necessary and sufficient for the existence
of a competitive equilibrium and the core, with or without short sales in [7],
[8], [9], [11], [10], [14] . This paper extends these earlier results to infinite
economies, and in so doing unifies the treatment of both .
The main problems encountered in proving existence of equilibrium in
infinite dimensional economies are the absence of efficient allocations, and
the absence of decentralizing prices even if such allocations exist . Limited
arbitrage resolves both . How is this done? The key is Theorem 1, first established in [8] and [10], which establishes that limited arbitrage is equivalent
to another apparently unrelated condition, the non-emptiness and compactness of the set of individually rational feasible efficient utility vectors, the
Pareto frontier. This is a property which generally fails with infinitely many
markets, but is necessary, and therefore frequently invoked, deux ex machina,
in establishing existence of equilibrium : for a discussion see [15]. 1
The overall conclusion is that limited arbitrage is central in economies
with any number of markets, finite or infinite . Limited arbitrage is a measure
of social diversity : diversity ensures gains from trade, but our results show
that beyond a certain point diversity inhibits the operation of the forms of
resource allocation most frequently used in today's economies . Elsewhere it
has been shown that limited arbitrage is also necessary and sufficient for the
resolution of social choice paradoxes, [9], [11] and [ 12], thus establishing that
diversity plays a pivotal role in most theories of resource allocation .
Absence of arbitrage opportunities is known to be a necessary condition
for existence of equilibrium, but not to be sufficient. Several conditions are
known to be sufficient for the existence of a competitive equilibrium in in
finite economies - for example, those given in Aliprantis et al . [1], Chichilnisky and Heal [15], Rustichini and Yannelis [20], Yannelis and Zame [22],
and references therein . All are slightly different, and none claim to be the
weakest conditions that will work within their framework . Under these circumstances, it is appealing to know at least within a specific framework what
is the minimal sufficient condition : We give here the weakest condition limited arbitrage - which is sufficient as well as necessary for the existence of
an equilibrium and the core.
2 Definitions and notation
An economy E = {X, S2i E X, u; : X --> R, i = 1, . . . , k} has k traders, indexed
by i. X is the trading space or commodity space, S2; > 0 denotes the property
rights or endowments, and u; the preferences, of trader i. Some traders may
have zero endowments of some goods. 2 92 = E; S2i is society's total resources, 0 » 0.
1 Note that the compactness of the set of feasible efficient utility vectors, the Pareto frontier, does
not of course imply the compactness of the set of Pareto efficient allocations .
2 Chichilnisky's results [8], [12] includes cases where the traders may have boundary endowments,
i .e . where the vector S2; > 0 has some zero coordinates . The order > is defined in fn. 4.
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Traded goods are indexed by the real numbers . A trade is therefore a real
valued function on R. The trading space is contained in H, a weighted LZ
space of real valued measurable functions 3 x(t) , t E R, with the inner product
(x,y) = fR x(t) .y(t)du(t), where p(t) is a finite measure ju on R.' ,'
The consumption set for the i-th . agent is either the entire trading space H
(so that short sales are allowed) or its positive orthant H+ (so that no short
sales are permitted) .
The price space is H.6 An allocation x is a vector (x 1 , . . . ,xk) E Xk ; it is
feasible when E; x i < Q.
The traders' preferences are represented by increasing guasiconcave
functions (which may or may not be strictly convex or smooth) satisfying
u(0) = 0 and supxEx u(x) = oc. Preferences are increasing implies that
x > y =~ u;(x) > u i (y) . We treat in a unified way general convex preferences
where on all indifference surfaces simultaneously the map assigning to a
vector its normalized gradient is either an open or a closed map, so that
either (i) all indifference surfaces contain no half lines or (ii) the normalized
gradients to any closed set of indifferent vectors define a closed set. Some
traders may have preferences of one type, and some of the other. Case (i)
includes strictly convex preferences, and case (ii) linear preferences .
In addition, we assume a trader's preference to be uniformly non-satiated,
which means that it can be represented by a utility uh with a bounded rate of
increase. For smooth preferences which are Frechet-differentiable :
3E, K > 0: `dx E X, K > JI Duh (x) 11 > E-7,8

3 The results given here apply also to the space of real sequences f2 with a finite measure . The use
of Hilbert and Lp spaces in economics was started by Chichilnisky [3].

° Which is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure ; f Rdp(t) < oc, p(A) > 0
for all measurable sets A . The weighted L2 norm of a function x is Ilxll = (x,X) 112 . The order >_
in H is given by x > y iffx(t) > y(t) a .e ., and x>y iffx(t) > y(t) a.e .
5 H contains the space used first in economics by Debreu, Lam , as a dense subspace . The space Lc
is the space of real valued functions on R which are bounded a.e.: this space is a dense subset of
H, see Chichilnisky [3] and Chichilnisky and Heal [14]. The results extend to all LP (1 <_ p < oo)
spaces and to Sobolev spaces H' following arguments given in [14]. A special case is H = R'v .
b A price p is a real valued linear function on H giving positive value to positive consumption
bundles . Because the space of traded goods is a Hilbert space, any positive linear function on H
is continuous and therefore an element of H, see [5]. The value of the bundle x at price p is given
by the inner product (p,x) = f p(t)x(t)dp(t) .
I Uniform non satiation requires no smoothness : it is a generalized Liptschitz condition and
when preferences admit no smooth utility representation one requires 3E, K > 0 : K
II x -y II>I u(y) - u(x) I and 36 > 0: sup,,,_Y,j<b I u(y) - u(x) I> EIIx -yli, for all x,y E X.
a This assumption includes all homothetic preferences, strictly convex preferences such as CobbDouglas and CES, linear preferences, and convex preferences which have "flats" in their
indifference surfaces .
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Figure 1. This preference has a "fan" of different directions along which the utility values are
bounded above but the bound is never reached . The existence of the "fan" implies that
indifference surfaces are not at a bounded distance from each other, violating the uniform nonsatiation assumption

Assumption 1 Each trader i has a preference represented by an increasing
quasiconcave continuous function u; : X -> R such that u; (0) = 0,
SUpxEX (u;(x)) = 00, 9 and the preference is uniformly non-satiated .
When X = H+, one requires a mild transversality condition, see also [8,12]:
Assumption 2 If an indifference surface of positive utility intersects a coordinate axis, f° those of superior utility do too .
Assumption 3 There exists an agent i whose preferences are smooth ."f
Assumption 1 ensures that two indifference surfaces will not drift forever
away from each other or approach each other forever . Figure 1 illustrates a
preference which is not uniformly non-satiated, see [12].
9 This is simply a normalization of utilities; all the results follow if we assume instead that for
each i there exist a number W,s = supx,
x (W (x)) < oc, and replacing "oo" by W,s in the notation .
"In a function space, a coordinate axis is the multiples ofa function which is zero on an interval
of positive measure .
" Assumption 3 implies that the gradient of agent is preferences varies continuously with the
allocation, and in particular that the set of gradients assumed on a compact set of allocations is
itself compact. A stronger condition, condition R, was used for a similar purpose in [15] .
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The preferred set of the i - th trader at x is u; = {y E X: ui (y) >_ ui (x) } .
The cone generated by the point x and the preferred set of i at x is denoted
;}
u
C(u; , x) = {z E X: z = A(y - x), where A >_ 0 and y E .12
U(X) = (ul (XI), . . . , uk(xk)) E Rk is the utility vector corresponding to the
allocation x = (x1, . . . xk) E X k ; the utility vector u(x) is feasible if the allocation x is feasible. The set of individually rational feasible allocations F(E) is
the set of utility allocations x which are feasible and preferred to the initial
endowments: Vi, ui(x i) >_ ui (S2i) . A utility vector v = (v1, . . . , vk) -which need
not be feasible - is efficient or undominated if there is no allocation
z = (zh . . . , zk) such that ui (zi ) >_ ui (xi ) for all i, ui (zi ) > ui (xi) for some i, and
there exists a sequence of feasible allocations {z"} in F such that
z = lim (u I (Z-"1), . . . , uk(zk)) . 13 A feasible efficient allocation is an efficient allocation which is also feasible. The Pareto frontier P(E) C Rk is the set of
positive individually rational and efficient feasible utility vectors .
A feasible allocation (XI, . . . ,xk) is a quasi-equilibrium when there is a price
p :,4 0 with Vi (p, 1j) = (p, xi) and (p, z) > (p, xi ) for any z with ui(z) > ui (xi ),
i = 1, . . . , k; a feasible allocation is a competitive equilibrium when it is a quasiequilibrium 14 and ui (z) > ui (xi ) =:~- (p, z) > (p,xi) .
Definition 1 A feasible allocation (xi)i1ll,...,k} E Hk is in the core when there is

no subset of traders which can achieve a superior allocation within their own
endowments: - J C 11, . . . , k}, J containing j < k traders, and an allocation
y = (Yi ), Ej E Hi such that Vi E J, ui(yi ) > ui (xi) and, for some i E J, ui(yi ) >
ui(xi) and EiEJYj = LJiEJ Pi-

The following concept of a global cone was introduced in [9] and [8]. It
has global information about the trader, since it is the set of directions which
meet all indifference surfaces superior to that of the initial endowment :
Definition 2 The cone Ai of the i-th trader consists of all directions of net trades

in X along which the agent's utility exceeds that
space:

of any

other vector in the

Ai(fli) = {z E X: dy E X, 3A > 0 : ui(S2i + ~z) > ui(Y)}

Definition 3 The global cone Gi (S2i ) is the set of directions of net trades along
which utility never ceases to increase :
Gi (R)

_ Iz E X:

ti

maox ui (f2i + Az)

I.

"The cone generated by a set Y and a point y E Y is C(Y, y) = {z E X: z = y + Av, where A > 0
and v E Y) .
13 An efficient utility vector is therefore in the closure of the set of feasible utility vectors .
I ° A quasi-equilibrium is always a competitive equilibrium if at the quasi-equilibrium (p, S2;) > 0
for all i.
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The next step is to define market cones, which are the building blocks of
limited arbitrage. Market cones are somewhat different when short sales are
allowed, X = H and when they are not, X = H+, and the two cases are
considered separately. Consider first the case X = H . We seek to identify the
set of prices assigning strictly positive value to all net trades leading to
directions in Gi along which utility never ceases to increase:
Definition 4 When X = H, the market cone of the i-th trader is:
Di = {p E H: `dz E Gi, (p, z) > 0} .

Consider next the case X = H+ . We seek to identify the set of prices at which
unbounded increases of utility are unaffordable, or, when some agents have
zero income, those which support efficient affordable allocations and make
unbounded utility unaffordable. Denote by S(E) the set of prices which
support feasible, individually rational affordable and efficient allocations :
S(E) = {v E R"' : if (xl . . . . XK) E F(E) and Vi

(v,xi - S2;) = 0, then Vi, u;(zi) > ui(xi) implies (v,zi - f1j) > 0} ,
and denote by N those prices which assign some trader zero income:
N = {v E RN - {0}: ]i with ( v, SZi) = 0}

When X = H+ the market cone of trader i is:
D; (S2i ) = Di (92i)

n S(E) if S(E)

C N,

and D; (92j) = Dj (Oj ) otherwise .

2.1 Limited arbitrage

Intuitively, limited arbitrage requires that there should exist a price at which
no trader can always increase utility by increasing the scale of zero-cost
trades. This condition is formally defined below. An immediate antecedent
for limited arbitrage is the "no-arbitrage condition C" introduced by Chichilnisky and Heal in 1984 [15] : C was the first no-arbitrage condition used to
prove the existence of a competitive equilibrium in economies with short
sales, and is sufficient with finitely as well as with infinitely many markets.
Limited arbitrage itself was introduced in [9], [11], [6], [8] and [12], where it
was shown in finite economies to be the first condition necessary and sufficient for the compactness of the pareto frontier, the existence of a competitive equilibrium and the non-emptiness of the core, with or without short
sales.
Definition 5 Limited arbitrageforX = H : There exists a vector p E H assigning
a strictly positive value to all vectors in Gi, Vi = 1, . . . , k, or equivalently

Definition 6 Limited arbitrage for X = H+ : For any allocation of society's
resources S2,
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1 <Kk

16 9

D; (Q) 7~ 0

This completes the statement of the model and the definitions used . In the
next section, we show first that limited arbitrage is equivalent to the compactness of the Pareto frontier a result first established for finite dimensions
in [8], [9], and [12] . Then we prove the main results, showing that limited
arbitrage is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a competitive equilibrium and the non-emptiness of the core.
3 Results
3.1 Limited arbitrage and compactness of the Pareto frontier
A key step in establishing our existence results is showing that the Pareto
frontier is non-empty and compact . This plays a role both in establishing the
existence of a competitive equilibrium and in proving the non-emptiness of
the core . Both of them are Pareto efficient, and therefore contained in the
Pareto frontier. In this section we therefore show that the Pareto frontier is
non-empty and compact when and only when the economy satisfies limited
arbitrage: this is Theorem 1, which shows that limited arbitrage implies a
compact Pareto frontier in all cases, i .e., with or without short sales, X = H or
X = H+ ; in the finite dimensional case, this was first shown by Chichilnisky
(see [8], [10] and [12]). Note that the Pareto frontier is a subset of the space of
utility vectors, Rk , and is finite dimensional even when the consumption space
is infinite dimensional ; note also that the compactness of the Pareto frontier
does not imply the compactness of the set of underlying commodity allocations, which are Pareto efficient. Consider for example the case of two identical linear preferences : limited arbitrage is satisfied and the Pareto frontier
is compact, but the set of Pareto efficient allocations is not compact .
Theorem 1 Under limited arbitrage the Pareto frontier is always non-empty
and compact . Furthermore, when X = H limited arbitrage is equivalent to a
non-empty compact Pareto frontier .
Proof.
Case 1 : The consumption set X is H+ . The utility possibility set is always
bounded in Rk when X = H+ because the set of feasible and individually
rational allocations is itself bounded in this case. Furthermore in this case the
Pareto frontier is always closed because H is a Hilbert space, see Chichilnisky
and Heal [15] Lemma 5 on page 375: the proof of Lemma 5 of [15] asserting
closedness of the Pareto frontier uses boundedness of the set of individually
rational feasible allocations, which is immediate if consumption sets or indifference surfaces are bounded below.
Case 2: X = H. In this case the set of feasible individually rational allocations need not be bounded : see the remark prior to the statement of this
theorem . So in this case the first step of the proof is to show that under
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limited arbitrage, the set of individually rational feasible utility allocations Y
in R+ is bounded . The proof is by contradiction .
Assume without loss that S2; = 0 for all i and there exists a sequence of
individually rational allocations denoted {xi}i.,,2,. .. where xi = xjl . . . . . . k E H'
such that b'j, Ek I (xl - S2;) = 0, for all i, u; (x,) > u; (S2;) and,
for some i, Jim u; (x;) = oc, so l~m

1jx; jj =

oc .

(3)

These allocations are feasible, individually rational and contrary to the
hypothesis, unbounded . Define the set of traders J whose allocations are
unbounded, i.e., satisfying i E J t-* limb 11x; ll = oc . By (3) J ~6 0 . Since
i: j=1 (x; - S2;) = 0, by (3) there must exists at least two traders
in J .
For each trader whose allocation is unbounded, i .e ., each i E J, consider the
sequence of normalized vectors or directions defined by the allocations
IIX II } .
This sequence is contained in the unit sphere, which is weakly compact by
Alaoglu's theorem . We wish to take a subsequence of this sequence which has a
weak limit, and show this limit is a vector in the sphere . However, the weak
limit ofa sequence of vectors in the unit sphere ofa Hilbert space may be zero; s
the next step is to show that the weak limit is not zero.
We show that the weak limit is not zero as follows . By continuity of the
utility functions on H we know that the preferred sets have non-empty interiors: hence there exists a (non-zero) price p E H which supports the pre
ferred set of u; at 52;, denoted ulib . Since u; is increasing, p E H+ . Since
limj,,,,, u; (x;) = oo, we will see that the existence of this support implies that
for some subsequence denoted also {x; }j=1,2, ... and some jo and r > 0,
( p, x;) >_ r if j > jo. The reason is as follows . If, to the contrary, there is no jo
and r > 0 such that (p, x,) > r ifj > jo , then limj,,,,.(p, x) -> 0. In particular
for any t E R and E > 0 3j,,, : u; (x~") > t and (p, x;'. `) < E. But b'y satisfying
(p,y) < 0, u i (y) < ui (S2 i ) because p supports un' . Therefore by continuity
limj,,,,, u;()t;) < u;. (S2i ) for all j, a contradiction. Therefore for some jo and
;'-' is contained in
some r > 0, (p, x;) > r if j > jo . Since the preferred set u
the preferred set u;' it follows that
Vi > jo, ( p, x;) > r > 0 ,
(4)
so that the sequence x; is weakly bounded away from zero, as we wished to
prove .
Consider now the sequence
} ; it is contained in the unit ball B of H,
1I1I
which is a weakly compact set by the Banach-Alaoglu theorem . Therefore a
subsequence of it, called also {x
;}, has a weak limit which we denote ti ; this
weak limit is not zero because of (4).

I

1

Here is an example . The vectors x" = (A i ds , 0, 0, 0' ..), (0, All', 0, 0' . .), (0, 0, All', 0, 0' . .),
(0, 0, 0, A412 , 0, 0 . . . . ), (0, 0, 0, 0, A512 , 0, 0. . . .) in the 12 space with weighted measure A-",
n = 1,2. . . . form a sequence in the unit sphere (each has norm one) which converges weakly
to zero. To see this note that for any fixed vector v in the space, lim(X», v) _
lim.~~ vA-~ = 0 as v is in the space and hence lim~~ v A-" = 0.
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Since xi :~ {0}, xi defines a ray in H . The ray defined by a vector xi is
either in the cone Ai (which is not empty by assumption) or in its complement
Ai`, since A i U Ai c = H.
If Xi E A;, then by quasiconcavity of ui and by Lemma 2 below, along the
ray defined by xi the utility ui achieves a maximum level u°, say at Aoxi, for
some Ao > 0, and it decreases thereafter, so that A > Aa =:> ui (xi) <_ u° . To
prove this we use the argument of Chichilnisky [12] and define a function
0: R+ --+ R+ by ui(~zi + 0(A)e) = u°, where e = (l, . . . , 1 . . . . ). We will show
that 0 is a (non-constant) convex function so necessarily limA,"0(A) = oo,
which proves that ui (Az) is ultimately decreasing . By convexity of preferences
u° < ui(a(Azi + 0(A)e) + (1 - a)(A'zi + 0(A')e)
= ui ((xA+ (1 - a)A')zi + (oc0(A) + (1 - a)(0(A'))e) .
Thus by monotonicity and by the definition of the map 0, 0(aA+
(1 - a)A') <_ a0(A) + (1 - a)0(A'), which proves convexity . So necessarily
liMA-", 0(A)= 00 .
Hence if xi E Ai , then along the ray defined by x i , ui eventually decreases
below the level achieved at {S2i} which is a contradiction since the allocations
are individually rational . Since the contradiction arises from assuming that
C
for some i, xi E Ai , it follows that for all i E J, Xi E Ai.
Let J C be the complement of the set of traders J. By definition,
limb EiEJC(x; - S2i) = M < oo, and by construction limb ~iEJ(Xi +
limb EiEJC (x; - ni) = "M ~iEJ(x; - S2i) + M = 0,
or equivalently lim
EiEJ()j - f2i - #J) = 0 where #J is the cardinality of the set J. Observe that
(z'-u
)
for all i; this is because, for each j, the set
Xi E Ai implies zi =
II(X~-n~- )II E Ai
of vectors {(Xj - S2i - #J)}i=i,.. .,k defines the same directions as
(translated to a new origin of coordinates) as the cone Ai is the same everywhere, see Lemma 2 in Section 4 below .
Consider now the cone defined by all strictly positive linear combinations
of the vectors {xi} iEJ . A cone defined as the set of all strictly positive
linear combinations of a given set of vectors is either contained strictly
in a half-space of H, or must equal a subspace of H . Since EjEJ Zi
II (xi _0 i __#6)11 = "mjEiEJ (x; -0i) + M = 0, this implies that the strictly
positive combinations of the vectors {xi} iEJ cannot be contained strictly in a
half-space of H, therefore {x i} iEJ must define a subspace of H. In particular,
if j E= J they must span the vector {-xj }, i.e .
Vi EJ3Ai >0: -zj = EAixi ,
iEJ
where xi E Ai, and for some g,

(5)

xi

E Ai .

(6)

But limited arbitrage requires that ]p E_ nk lDi i .e . that dyi E Gi , (p, yi) > 0 .
Therefore dyi E Gi, (p, yi) > 0. Since Vi E J, xi E Ai, and for some g, xi E Ai
this implies that EiEJ (p, Aixi) > 0, which contradicts (5). Since the contradiction arises from assuming that the set of feasible positive utility allo-
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cations is not bounded, when limited arbitrage is satisfied, this set must be
bounded . Therefore so is its boundary, the Pareto frontier P(E), as we
wished to prove .
The second step is to prove that the Pareto frontier P(E) is closed under
limited arbitrage. Consider a sequence of feasible utility allocations
(u, (zj ), . . . , uk(zkk)) converging to an undominated utility allocation
v = (vl, . . . , vk) E Rk , which may or not be feasible. We will prove that v is the
utility vector corresponding to a feasible allocation. The proof is by contradiction . The sequence of allocations {2,} satisfies : dj,Ei=l, ...,k (z; - ni )< 0,
di, ui(zi) > ui(R), limj{ui(zi)Ii=I I.. .,k = v, and limj Ei=l,.. .,k ( 2ji - R) = 0.
Since v is not feasible, the sequence {z;} cannot be bounded . This is because if
the sequence {z; } were bounded, it would be contained in a weakly compact
set by the Banach-Alaoglu theorem, and therefore, by the Banach-Saks theorem, a sub-sequence of its means converges strongly so that the limiting
utility value is feasible (for details see the proof of Lemma 5, p. 375 of
Chichilnisky and Heal [15]). Therefore for an appropriate subsequence 3i
limj Ilz;11 -> oc . As above, let J be the set of traders with unbounded allocations ; this set is non empty and it contains at least two traders. By the same
reasoning used above, for all i E J, there exists a subsequence of the
normalized vectors ~ 1 that converges to a non zero vector 2 i in H.
f Ih;IIJ
By the same reasoning presented above, since limj Ilz; 11 -, oo,
E J,
:-j = limj 11= 1 E Ai . Since v is not the utility vector of a feasible allocation, then
2 i E Gi for at least one i E J, for otherwise the utility level attains its limiting
value . Furthermore, since limj Ei=1,_ . .,k(zi
0, the cone defined by the
strictly positive linear combinations of the vectors {zi }iEJ spans a subspace
(as 12j. I --+ oc) . Therefore for j E J
Vi E

J ER:

E Aifi =
i EJ

-zj ;

where Vi, zi

and for some i = g,

29 E

E .4 i ,

G9

which, as seen above, contradicts limited arbitrage. Since the contradiction
arises from assuming that P(E) is not closed, P(E) must be closed . This
completes the proof that limited arbitrage implies a non-empty and compact
Pareto frontier. Necessity is proven exactly as in Chichilnisky [12] . Q
3.2 Limited arbitrage and the existence of equilibrium
The following results prove that limited arbitrage is necessary and sufficient
for the existence of a competitive equilibrium and for the non-emptiness of
the core in economies with infinitely many markets . For economies with
finitely many markets, these results were first established in [8], [9], [11], [10] .
The following Theorem is valid for H = weighted LZ, for H = weighted Lp
(1 <_ p < oo), for more general Sobolev spaces, and with or without short
sales, i.e., X = H or X = H+ . Consider an economy E as defined in Section 2 .
Theorem 2 The existence of a competitive equilibrium is equivalent to limited
arbitrage for any initial allocation of society's resources S2.
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Proof. The proof of necessity is simple and follows exactly that in Chichilnisky [12], and so is omitted .
Consider first the case in which the commodity space is H . The proof of
sufficiency is as follows . By Theorem 1, under limited arbitrage the Pareto
frontier of the economy is compact and, by the convexity of the preferences,
it is homeomorphic to a simplex. Therefore all the conditions of the proof of
existence of a quasi-equilibrium" in Theorem 1, p. 377 of [15] are satisfied
and the economy has a quasi-equilibrium . 17 In the case X = H a quasiequilibrium is always a competitive equilibrium, because initial endowments
are obviously interior to the commodity space .
Next consider the case X = H+ .
Observe that limited arbitrage (definition 6) implies that S(E) :,4 0 . The
argument for this is immediate: suppose to the contrary that S(E) = 0 . Then
S(E) C N: hence Di (0i) = S(E) n N = 0, which contradicts limited arbitrage. From now on therefore we may assume that S(E) :A 0 .
We consider two cases separately. The first case is that `dp E S(E), p E N .
For all i, let x;(p) be individual is consumption at the affordable, efficient,
feasible and individually rational allocation supported by some p E S(E) (see
definition 4). It is immediate from the definition that p and the xi(p) define a
quasi-equilibrium .
If every individual has a positive income at p*, i .e. Vi, (p*, S2;) > 0, then by
Lemma 3, Chapter 4 of Arrow and Hahn [2] the quasi-equilibrium (p*, x*) is
also a competitive equilibrium, completing the proof in the case in which Vi,
(P * , Q) > 0 .
Now suppose that b'q E S(E), 3i E { 1, . . . , k} such that agent i has zero
income: (q, S2 i ) = 0. Limited arbitrage then implies (definition 6) :
]q* E S(E):

Vi,

(q*,

v) > 0 for all v E Gi (S2i) .

(8)

Let x* = x*, . . .,x* E Xk be a feasible allocation supported by the vector q*
defined in (8): by definition, Vi, ui (x;) >_ ui (S2i) and q* supports x* . Note that
any i minimizes the cost of attaining the utility level ui (x;) at x; because q* is
a support . Therefore, (q*, x*) can fail to be a competitive equilibrium only
when for some i, (q*, x;) = 0, for otherwise the cost minimizing allocation
is always also utility maximizing in the budget set Bi (q*) = {w E X:
(q* , w) = (q* , f
1 i)} .

It remains therefore to prove existence when (q*, x;) = 0 for some i. Since
by the definition of S(E), x* is individually rational, i.e. Vi, ui(x;) > ui(fli),
A quasi-equilibrium or pseudoequilibrium is defined in Section 2. The proof of existence of a
quasiequilibrium using the compactness of the Pareto frontier was first produced by Negishi [19]
for economies where the set of individually rational feasible allocations is compact. This proof
was extended by Chichilnisky [8] to economies in which the Pareto frontier is compact even
though the set of individually rational and feasible allocations is not compact.
II Condition R required in [15] is replaced by the weaker but still sufficient assumption 3 of this
paper, and the condition C required there is used only in establishing the compactness of the
Pareto frontier, here shown to be implied by limited arbitrage .
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then (q*, x;) = 0 implies (q*, S2,) = 0, because by definition q* is a supporting
price for the equilibrium allocation x* .
Consider two cases. In the first, the quasi-equilibrium (q*,x*) is not a
competitive equilibrium, and for some i, (q*, S2;) = (q*, xi) = 0, and
u; (x;) > 0. Since u; (x;) > 0 and x* is zero on a set of positive measure, then
an indifference surface of a commodity bundle of positive utility u;(x ;) intersects a coordinate axis, at a vector x* . Let r be the ray with a zero coordinate containing x* . If w E r then (q*, w) = 0, because (q*, x;) = 0. Since
u;(x;) > 0, by Assumption 2, u; never ceases to increase along r, so that
w E G;(x;) . But this contradicts the choice of q* as a supporting price
satisfying limited arbitrage (8) since
3h and w E G; (S2;) such that (q*, w) = 0 .

The contradiction between (9) and (8) arose from the assumption that (q*, x*)
is not a competitive equilibrium, so that (q*,x*) must be a competitive
equilibrium, and the proof is complete .
Now consider the second possible case: for some i, u;(x;) = 0 and
(q*, x;) = 0. Again, for that i, x; is zero on a set of positive measure, and by
the monotonicity and quasi-concavity of u; and invoking Assumption 2 as in
the previous case, any vector y in the budget set defined by the price
q*, B; (q* ), must also satisfy u; (y) <_ 0, so that x; maximizes utility in B; (q* ),
which implies that (q*, x*) is a competitive equilibrium . Therefore (q*, x*) is a
competitive equilibrium . This completes the proof that limited arbitrage is
equivalent to the existence of a competitive equilibrium . O
Consider an economy E as defined in Section 2, where X = H.
Theorem 3 Limited arbitrage is necessary and sufficient for the non-emptiness
of the core in E for any initial allocation of society's resources S2.
Proof. Sufficiency follows immediately from Theorem 2, because limited

arbitrage implies that the economy E has a competitive equilibrium and a
competitive equilibrium is always in the core . Hence the core is non-empty .
Necessity next. A core allocation is, by definition, Pareto efficient. Existence of Pareto efficient allocations is therefore necessary for the non-emptiness of the core . A Pareto efficient allocation is the equilibrium
corresponding to some set of initial endowments . So if the set of equilibria is
non-empty, the set of Pareto efficient allocations is non-empty . Limited arbitrage implies that the set of equilibria is non-empty . Since by Lemma 2
below limited arbitrage holds simultaneously at all initial endowments, this
completes the proof of necessity . El
4 Lemmas
In this sections we state two technical lemmas concerning the properties of
uniformly non-satiated preferences and of global cones which are used in the
proofs of theorems 1 and 2 above.
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Lemma 1 A continuous convex preference u; defined on a Hilbert space H is
uniformly non-satiated if and only if any two indifference surfaces are at a
uniformly bounded distance from each other: `dr, s E R, 3N(r, s) and
M(r, s) E R such that if u; (y) = r then 3x with u; (x) = s and Ily - x1l < N(r, s),
and flx with u;(x) = s, Ily - x1l > M(r, s) .
Proof. This is immediate: indeed the fact that indifference curves neither
approach very close not move very far apart could serve as a definition of
uniform non-satiation . The intuition for this result is simple : if two indifference surfaces corresponding to given utility values u; and u? "drift apart"
without bound, it takes longer and longer paths to reach the same utility
value u? from vectors in the indifference surface of utility u; , so that there
exists a sequence {Xj}j-,2... with u;(xj ) = u2 for all j, along which the rate of
increase of the function goes to zero as j -> oc, a contradiction . Similarly, if
two indifference surfaces draw close to each other without bound, then the
gradient of the utility must go to infinity, also a contradiction . p
The following lemma establishes the structure of the global cones in H,
which is used in proving the connection between limited arbitrage, equilibrium and the core.
Lemma 2 If the function u;: H --+ R is uniformly non-satiated: the sets
;(0 + Az) = oc} 0 0 ,
u
(i) {z E G;(S2j ) : limA,o,, ;
;(0 +
u
Gi (ni): limA," ;

AZ) <
C G; (S2;) ,
001
as well as
(iii) C(S2;) = {z E G; : 3N: VA,,u > N =~.u;(S2; + ~.z) = u;(S2; + pz)}
1 B and the cones G; and D; are all uniform across all vectors in the space.
(iv) For general non-satiated preferences, G;(S2;) and D;(S2;) may not be uniform.
(ii) Bi (S2,) = {z E

Proof. The proof of this proposition is given in Chichilnisky [12] for the
finite dimensional case. No alteration is needed for the present case . 0
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